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Research

ER 61
• Morning 10 Weeks
Kinnikinnik4
Holly Takashima
Jake Sund
In this class, you will investigate and research a topic you are curious about, steadily progressing from a novice to an expert in that
particular field. You will choose your topic through a process that balances your interests with the general feasibility of the topic
(including resources available, rigor, and depth). You will learn how to find and evaluate both print and digital sources, examining
the main arguments, purposes and biases within them. You will pull key ideas and details from the sources in notes that support
your emerging research questions and claims. You will learn how to synthesize and represent your growing body of knowledge in an
organized way, eventually sharing your new understanding around your topic by developing a thesis statement and writing a
traditional research paper. Be prepared to read carefully, write, rewrite, and give and receive feedback on a daily basis. Also
expect to invest time outside of class reading, researching, and writing.
Instructor(s):

Power Standard Course: Yes Expanding Knowledge Base
Distribution Requirement: Expanding Knowledge Base
Required Experience(s):

Credit(s): 2

Credit(s):

Traditional Disciplines: English

Do Bees Build it Best
ER 61
• Afternoon 2nd 5 Weeks Shooting Star
Instructor(s):
Karen Ikegami
Clay Elkin
What can bees teach us about geometry? Guided by the question “how do we measure and define geometric forms?” we will use
hands-on investigations to discover and describe important concepts in geometry such as measurement, area, volume, and the
relationships between them. Eventually, we will touch on trigonometric ideas that will help us deepen our understanding of shapes.
As we build our knowledge, and the skills necessary to communicate that knowledge, we will evaluate the form and function of a
bee’s honeycomb and answer the question: do bees build it best?

Power Standard Course: No
Distribution Requirement: Expanding Knowledge Base
Required Experience(s):

Credit(s): 1

Credit(s):

Traditional Disciplines: Math: Geometry

Photography & Poetry P2
ER 61
• Afternoon 10 Weeks
Lower Art Studio
Instructor(s):
Cindy Elkins
Katie Funk
From black & white film to digital and from pen to the page, we'll explore photography and poetry as a form of communication. This
class is for self-expression at any level, whether you are taking your first snaps as a photographer or writing your thousandth poem.
Join us as we investigate the world around us and create art and poetry while reflecting and expressing personal and universal
points of view. The course includes field trips to poetry slams, photography galleries, and working with professional photographers
and poets. Earn a Distribution Requirement and a Power Standard in Effective Communication and use this class to create your
Public Service Presentation!

Power Standard Course: Yes Effective Communication
Distribution Requirement: Effective Communication
Required Experience(s): Public Service Presentation

Credit(s): 2
Legacy Project and Reflection

Credit(s):

Traditional Disciplines: Visual Art English
It is student driven choice to earn one or both of the Required Experiences, time and guidelines will be provided.
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You Are What You Eat
ER 61
• Morning 10 Weeks
Science Lab
Instructor(s):
Janet Johnson
Sara Benge
By examining what we eat, we will learn how the foods we consume impact our daily and long-term health. We will track our food
choices, discover how those food choices affect our bodies, and then make predictions about our future health based on our current
choices. Both individual and group work will be required in this class. Sign up and figure out how what you eat today will impact your
health tomorrow.

Power Standard Course: Yes Creating Healthy Life Choices
Distribution Requirement: Creating Healthy Life Choices
Required Experience(s):

Credit(s): 2

Credit(s):

Traditional Disciplines: Science: Biology

RiverWatch

ER 61
• Morning 1st 5 Weeks
Anemone
Jon Anderson
Lindsey Rodkey
Do you know what makes a river healthy? Are you interested in learning how to fly-fish? In this class, we will explore rivers and their
health while engaging in the art of fly-fishing. We will collect both water samples and macroinvertebrates (bugs) of the Big Thompson
River. We will analyze these samples which will help us to determine the river’s health. Our data will then be used by both the
Division of Wildlife and the Big Thompson Watershed Forum to develop and maintain water quality standards. Students interested in
this class will be expected to be outside 2-3 days a week (in all kinds of different weather!) and to learn about and participate in fly
fishing and river water collection. Students should also expect to get lunch KP covers throughout the five weeks.
Instructor(s):

Power Standard Course: No
Distribution Requirement: Creating Healthy Life Choices
Required Experience(s):

Credit(s): 1

Credit(s):

Traditional Disciplines: Science: Biology Physical Education

Leaders For Social Change
ER 61
• Morning 10 Weeks
Sage
Instructor(s):
John Guffey
Jennifer Pearsall
Leaders for Social Change, an action oriented class, includes the study of historical and current leadership approaches, group
dynamics, communication, and service-learning as tools for developing student leadership. The 7 C's of Change, the 7 Laws of
Success, the 6 E's of Leadership and the 5 Exemplary Practices of Leaders will guide us to an understanding of leadership that is
responsive, inclusive, collaborative and perservering. Through this class, students will gain insight into their own style of leadership
with the goal of learning to inspire, mobilize and empower themselves and others. Students will research a current social issue
facing the Eagle Rock community, and make specific recommendations for action. Public speaking will be a regular feature of this
class. We will apply the "Toastmasters" approach, which includes weekly speeches and group leadership opportunities for every
member of the class.
Power Standard Course: Yes Leadership For Justice
Distribution Requirement: Leadership For Justice
Required Experience(s): Public Service Presentation

Credit(s): 2

Credit(s):

Traditional Disciplines: Government/Civics English History: US
Power Standard requires demonstration of competency through completion of the four areas of the LFJ portfolio. Distribution credit will be awarded
based on student leadership readiness in 4 areas: Knowledge of Key Issues; Creative/Critical Thinking & Problem Solving; Persuasion and Influence;
Implementation and Follow-Through.
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Challenge 20/20

ER 61
• Morning 1st 5 Weeks
Yarrow
Berta Guillen
Calvin King
Our class will be partnering with two schools, one in the Canada and another in Nigeria, as a part of Challenge 20/20 - an
international effort to solve the worlds most challenging global issues. All schools will examine biodiversity and ecosystem losses.
You will be examining how this issue exists in our own backyard of Colorado and Rocky Mountain National Park while also
comparing and contrasting it to these two other communities. You will gain a deeper understanding of how other communities are
addressing the same issue and also create and implement an Action Plan to address it. Be prepared to think critically, remain open
to ways other cultures problem solve for global issues and share your thoughts on how our approach is unique to where we live.
Instructor(s):

Power Standard Course: Yes Engaged Global Citizen
Distribution Requirement: Engaged Global Citizen
Required Experience(s):

Credit(s): 1

Credit(s):

Traditional Disciplines: Geography Government/Civics

Fight Your Math Phobia
ER 61
• Morning 1st 5 Weeks
Shooting Star
Instructor(s):
Karen Ikegami
Clay Elkin
Does the thought of having to do math make your palms sweaty and your heart race? Get over your fear of math AND prepare for
the SAT! This class will help you understand your own math abilities and get over mental blocks that keep you from performing your
best. We will focus on the basics of algebra, geometry, and some trigonometry.

Power Standard Course: No
Distribution Requirement: Expanding Knowledge Base
Required Experience(s):

Credit(s): 1

Credit(s):

Traditional Disciplines: Math: Algebra Math: Geometry

Latin Jazz Theory and Performance
ER 61
• Afternoon 1st 5 Weeks Schoolhouse
Instructor(s):
Isaac Leslie
Jesse Taitt
Learn how to better play an instrument in a group, read music, and use music theory. Designed for beginning and advanced
instrumentalists, you will choose one instrument (piano, guitar, bass, drums, trumpet, or sax) and play every day. We will study the
origins and grooves of different Latin jazz styles, and the concepts you learn will help you perform any style of music. You will
perform for an audience, use the Berklee PULSE music method, and collaborate with singers from the Voz brasileira (Brazilian
Voice) class.

Power Standard Course: No
Distribution Requirement: Effective Communication
Required Experience(s):

Credit(s): 1

Credit(s):

Traditional Disciplines: Music
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• Afternoon 1st 5 Weeks

Cinquefoil

Learn about Brazilian culture and music through singing samba and bossa nova tunes in Portuguese! You will improve your vocal
technique and your pronunciation of the Portuguese language through focused practice on your songs. You will sing Brazilian songs
solo as well as collaborate with other vocalists in the class and instrumentalists from the Latin Jazz class. You will also learn about
and present on different styles of Brazilian music and how they interact with the culture.

Power Standard Course: No
Distribution Requirement: Effective Communication
Required Experience(s):

Credit(s): 1

Credit(s):

Traditional Disciplines: World Language: Other Music

LifeSkills

ER 61
• Afternoon 1st 5 Weeks Kinnikinnik
Denise Lord
Rebecca Fenn
After graduating from Eagle Rock, where will you be living? What will you be doing? And, more importantly, how will you pay for
everything? In this class you will imagine what your life might be like in the near future, and learn how to successfully and
responsibly plan for that life. Topics covered will include: how to save money, manage bank accounts, create a budget and file a tax
return. Come prepared to put in a high level of time and effort that will help set you up for success in your Life After Eagle Rock!
Instructor(s):

Power Standard Course: No
Distribution Requirement: Creating Healthy Life Choices
Required Experience(s):

Credit(s): 1

Credit(s):

Traditional Disciplines: Economics
Successful completion of the simulation is required to earn credit and will be completed outside of class during the 2nd 5 weeks of the trimester.

Soccer, Community & Coaching
ER 61
• Afternoon 1st 5 Weeks HPC
Instructor(s):
Jon Anderson
Lindsey Rodkey
What better way to spend your afternoons than playing the most popular sport in the world and helping younger kids(K-6 grade)
learn to play the incredible game of SOCCER. You will have the opportunity to refine your soccer skills, while becoming a skilled
COACH for the Estes Park Youth Soccer League! We will take an in-depth look at the game of soccer, receive feedback on our
coaching and our coaching lesson plans, learn how to plan engaging soccer practices, and most of all continue to feed our passion
for such an incredible sport! Interested students should be prepared to coach soccer two afternoons a week (in a variety of different
weather conditions) and to coach games on Saturday mornings. Lastly, you’ll need both dinner and breakfast KP covers.

Power Standard Course: No
Distribution Requirement: Expanding Knowledge Base
Required Experience(s):

Credit(s): 1

Credit(s):

Traditional Disciplines: Physical Education
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Face History, Face Yourself
ER 61
• Afternoon 10 Weeks
Yarrow
Instructor(s):
Berta Guillen
Calvin King
In this course you will examine how our complex identites are formed, how they inform our choices and how our choices are shaped
by the present and historical contexts in which we live. You will participate in group discussions, literature circles in order to gain a
deeper understanding of one world and one contemporary event in which the choices people had shaped their lives significantly. We
will use the Facing History and Ourselves Scope and Sequence to examine current and past immigration policies in the United
States, a memoir from a historical time period of your choice and then lastly investigate your own history.

Power Standard Course: No
Distribution Requirement: Engaged Global Citizen
Required Experience(s):

Credit(s): 1

Leadership For Justice

Credit(s): 1

Traditional Disciplines: History: US English History: World

Feeling Lucky

ER 61
• Morning 2nd 5 Weeks
Shooting star &
Karen Ikegami
Clay Elkin
If the casino always wins, why do people gamble? Is there a best way to play roulette, blackjack, and craps? In class, we will
gamble, read and discuss gambling issues, and consider whether or not gambling is worth it. This course, based in the casino
world, will help you practice making calculated decisions. As we study the mathematics of games we will learn about the world of
gaming and its social impacts. In class, we will gamble, discuss real life decisions that need to be made, and create casino-style
games to host a casino night for the Eagle Rock community!
Instructor(s):

Power Standard Course: No
Distribution Requirement: Expanding Knowledge Base
Required Experience(s):

Credit(s): 1

Credit(s):

Traditional Disciplines: Math: Statistics

Learning & Teaching Spanish
Instructor(s):
Jonna Book

ER 61

• Morning 2nd 5 Weeks

Lichen & Cinquefoil

Learn and deepen your Spanish while gaining insight into the lives of Spanish-speaking people, land and cultures. In this class you
will direct your own learning as you practice and demonstrate your language skills through real-life scenarios, games, reading,
listening, speaking and writing activities. You will apply what you learn by teaching second graders Spanish and collaborating with
them to write a bi-lingual children’s book. Not only will you learn how to communicate and teach Spanish, you’ll also dive into the
Spanish-speaking world through captivating videos, possible guest speakers and field trips. In this class you will both learn and
teach Spanish, while gaining the skills to pursue and learn other languages on your own in the future.

Power Standard Course: No
Distribution Requirement: Engaged Global Citizen
Required Experience(s):

Credit(s): 1

Credit(s):

Traditional Disciplines: World Language: Spanish English
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From Dust ‘til Done
ER 61
• Morning 2nd 5 Weeks
Ceramics Studio
Instructor(s):
Cindy Elkins
Katie Funk
How do we use clay, glass, and heat to create unique works of art? Learn the skills needed to manipulate clay and combine them
with glass to make original self expressive art works. Make functional dishes and sculptural masks, read about the techniques,
history and fascinating uses of clay and glass. Explore how to critique and apply feedback to improve your work. Learn to throw on
the potter's wheel and decorate the finished surface with a variety of techniques that use heat. Come with an open mind and be
ready to get down and dirty with your art!

Power Standard Course: No
Distribution Requirement: Effective Communication
Required Experience(s): Legacy Project and Reflection

Credit(s): 1

Credit(s):

Traditional Disciplines: Visual Art
Legacy Project guidelines will be presented and it is student choice to follow them to completion. Class time and support will be offered.

Science of Cooking
ER 61
• Afternoon 2nd 5 Weeks Science Lab
Instructor(s):
Janet Johnson
Sara Benge
This is a science class in which we will study the chemical changes that food undergoes when it is cooked and processed. We will
learn how cooks use techniques such as browning, kneading, emulsifying, and fermenting to create different tastes and textures in
foods. Throughout the class we will put our knowledge to the test by creating dishes using these techniques and analyzing the
results using the science we've learned. We will record what we learn by writing lab reports.

Power Standard Course: No
Distribution Requirement: Expanding Knowledge Base
Required Experience(s):

Credit(s): 1

Credit(s):

Traditional Disciplines: Science: Chemistry

Reading Workshop

ER 61
• Afternoon 2nd 5 Weeks Sage/Library
Holly Takashima
Jake Sund
Are you interested in becoming a lifelong reader? Do you want to learn how you can figure out the deeper meanings in literature?
Are you interested in reading complex and controversial nonfiction in order to learn more about the world and form your own opinion
on the issues that make it go round? Do you want to learn what kind of a reader you are? In this class, we will learn skills and
strategies that you can take with you to access any text you might come across in the future. You will learn how to read, love,
discuss, and share texts more deeply. You will select a fiction book that is both interesting and at a just-right level for you, using it to
practice noticing and analyzing the elements of good literature that we learn as a class. You will also read a nonfiction passage
each day, discussing it as a class and writing your own reflections and reactions to it. By the end of the course, you will be more
aware of how and why you read. Be prepared to read, write, and discuss each day.
Instructor(s):

Power Standard Course: No
Distribution Requirement: Expanding Knowledge Base
Required Experience(s):

Credit(s): 1

Credit(s):

Traditional Disciplines: English
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Theater Production
ER 61
• Afternoon 2nd 5 Weeks Schoolhouse
Instructor(s):
Isaac Leslie
Jesse Taitt
Be the publicist, costumes, props, set, or lighting designer for the March 2014 Eagle Rock production of “In The Heights”. You will
learn about all of these areas and be in charge of one of them for the ER62 production. By analyzing the script, you will learn to
make intentional, artistic choices that may earn you the Effective Communication Power Standard if you follow through with your
project at the performance in ER62. This class is based on extensive independent work and field trips to theaters in Colorado.

Power Standard Course: Yes Effective Communication
Distribution Requirement: Effective Communication
Required Experience(s):

Credit(s): 1

Credit(s):

Traditional Disciplines: Performance English
The Power Standard credit is only possible if you follow through with course work in the following trimester, during the In the Heights show during ER
62.

Exploring Portuguese
Instructor(s):
Jonna Book

ER 61

• Afternoon 2nd 5 Weeks

Cinquefoil &

Explore the Portuguese language while gaining insights into its people, land and cultures. In this class, you’ll learn Portuguese
through fun activities, conversations, reading, games, role-playing scenarios, immersion, practice, and application. You will connect
with the Portuguese-speaking world and culture through your own research, by watching videos, reading interesting literature,
listening to new music and more. We will immerse ourselves into topics such as past-times, educational systems, and youth culture.
Prepare to open up your mind, not only to a new language but also by stepping into another culture and expanding your horizons!

Power Standard Course: No
Distribution Requirement: Effective Communication
Required Experience(s):

Credit(s): 1

Credit(s):

Traditional Disciplines: World Language: Other

Human Sexuality

ER 61
• Morning 2nd 5 Weeks
Beth Ellis
Jen Frickey
We’ll explore sex and sexual health from many different perspectives, but this won’t be your typical sex-ed class. We’ll create a safe
space to explore controversial topics through different media - newspaper, magazine, websites, documentaries, film, fiction and nonfiction and improve our reading, writing, and thinking skills in the process. This class offers a healthy life choices distribution credit
and AIDS awareness credit.
Instructor(s):

Power Standard Course: No
Distribution Requirement: Creating Healthy Life Choices
Required Experience(s): Aids Awareness

Credit(s): 1

Credit(s):

Traditional Disciplines: Science: Biology English
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What is Education For?
ER 61
• Afternoon 2nd 5 Weeks Lichen
Instructor(s):
John Guffey
Jennifer Pearsall
This course asks the question: What is the purpose of education? Based upon a brief review of the history of education in this
country and an exploration of past and current practices in schools, we will draw some tentative conclusions about the role education
has played in shaping lives, societies and environments. You will be challenged to think in new ways and you will also have the
opportunity to explain your own ideas about what education ought to be for and about. We will examine successful practices of
schools and look at ways in which schools have contributed to the desecration of culture, spirit and ecosystems. We will visit both
traditional and nontraditional schools in the Front Range of Colorado and investigate innovative models of global education from
around the world. For the final project, students will prepare and present a Leadership for Justice action plan for improving education
in the context of Eagle Rock’s mission and vision.
Power Standard Course: Yes Leadership For Justice
Distribution Requirement: Leadership For Justice
Required Experience(s):

Credit(s): 1

Credit(s):

Traditional Disciplines: History: US Government/Civics

The Power of Groups
ER 61
• Morning 2nd 5 Weeks
HPC stage
Instructor(s):
Jesse Beightol
Brian Rudd
Eagle Rock School is all about groups. KP teams, house/wing teams, classes, intramural teams, and many others are important
experiences that we all share. So why not understand them better? In this class we’ll study group dynamics and how to effectively
use group skills. The class will also allow you to BEGIN your Leadership for Justice power standard portfolio. Be prepared to be
active as we will use group initiatives to learn about the dynamics of the groups we lead and are involved in.

Power Standard Course: No
Distribution Requirement: Leadership For Justice
Required Experience(s):

Credit(s): 1

Credit(s):

Traditional Disciplines: Physical Education Government/Civics

Wilderness ER 61

ER 61
• All Day 1st 5 Weeks
Various
Jesse Beightol
Brian Rudd
Matt Bynum
Brian Rudd
The new student wilderness
experience begins with ERS 101, Show Me the Love, Wilderness Prep, and Evening Gathering during
the first week on campus. These classes serve as an orientation to the school and the wilderness experience. This week is followed
by a 24-day wilderness expedition including camping, backpacking, leadership, teamwork, navigation/map reading, conflict
resolution, extensive journal writing for content and communication skills. The expedition also includes a 72 hour solo, service
learning project (trail-building & trail maintenance), and concludes with a run-in. To fully complete the wilderness experience
students must present a Wilderness Presentation of Learning and fulfill any obligations that carry over from the wilderness trip itself.
Instructor(s):

Power Standard Course: No
Distribution Requirement: Creating Healthy Life Choices
Required Experience(s): New Student Wilderness Experience

Credit(s): 1
Engaged Global Citizen
Wilderness POL

Credit(s): 1

Traditional Disciplines: Physical Education English
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